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Abstract. In his paper [ 31, Sabidussi defined tht Xjoin of a family of graphs. This concept has 
also appeared in the wcrk of Foulis and Randall on empirical logic [ 1,2]. In this paper, WC in- 
vestigate those graphs v*hich do not have a nontrivial repl:esentation as the X-join of some fam- 
ily of graphs. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper all graphs will be finite and Kthout loops or multiple 
edges. We will consider a graph G to consist or’ a finite set of points to- 
gether with a symmetric, antireflexive relation 1 of adjacency. Thus if 
a and b are vertices of G, we will write a 1 E when a and b are adjacent 
and a + b otherwise. If a 1 b, we will denote the edge with endpoints 
a and b by ab. 
For A C G, A1 = {x E Gl J. 1 a for every a f A ). However, instead of 
{x}l we will write x1. When no confusion is possible we will not general- 
ly differentiate bet\veen a subset/l S G and the graph that it Aduces. 
We denote the order of G by iG1. 
F!nally , for historical reasons (see [ 1 ] ), we will call a graph of the 
form in Fig. 1 ;I hook. 
Fig. 1 
* Most of the result : in this paper ;tre contained in the author’ L5crtcltion. 
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Let {G, 1 x CT: X} be a family of graphs indexed by another graph X. 
For X, y E .X, kt .Y # y dlenote x adjacent oy and for a, b E G, we will 
v’ ‘te u lx lo to indicate that a and 1) are adjacent in G,. The (Sabidussi) 
X-join of this family of graphs is 
with adjacency reMion 1 defined by the following: For (a, r), (b, s) E G, 
(a, r) I (b, s) if and only if either I’ # s or Y 3= s and a I, b. 
Clearly, every gi;lph is isomorphic:: to an X-join of some family of 
graphs, but perhaps only to a trivial one (i.e., either X is a trivial graph or 
all the *Gr are triivialj. If G is isomorphic to an X-join of {i;, 1 x E X) for 
some nontrivial g;raph X with at least one G, nontrivial, then we will 
sav that G is &composaDle. .A graph which is not decomposable wilt 
be tailed irzdeccwzpomb!e. 
There is a more Fragmatic ~~a,y of phrasing this. 
Definition 1.1. Let G be a graph and let K C G. Then K is said to be a 
purtitirc .whset of G if and oniy if for every x $ K, either x E KL or 
s rk k for all k E K. 
For any graph G, (3 and G al-e partitive subsets as is {X ) for anv x E G. . 
We will call thest: the trivial pwtitive whets of G. 
If G is the X’-jlsin of (GX 1 x E X}, then it is easy to see that each 
G, % {x} is a partitive subset Iof G. Thus if G is decomposable, we can 
find a nontrivial partitive subsl,:t of G. Moreover, suppose G contains 
a nontrivial partitive set K. Let:: X be the subgraph of G induced by G-K 
together with a new point k, with kO adjacent in X to all the points in 
k’“. Then G :is isomorphic to the X-join of (GX 1 x E X} , where 
G,. = 
i-x .i ifxE G-K, 
K if x 2: k, . 
Hence wi01 this terminology we may say that a graph is indecomyosablz 
if and only ifit does not contain any nontrivial partitive subset. The next 
lemma, whkztn is p:.oved in [ 43 ,, gives the basic facts about partitive sets. 
when referring tcl sets, minimal and maximal wilS be with respect o 
ordirrary set inclusion. -We w-iii: j,denote the complement of %he graph 
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Lemma 1.2. Let G be u gra,qh. Then: 
(i) If K is u purtitive sLjbset of G and if A is CI par.sVive subset oj’ 
the graph induced by K, then A is u partitive subset oj’ G. 
(ii) If two partitive subsets meet, their unir)n is again partitive. 
(iii) i%e graph induced by a rr?i~~iv~a~, mxitrivial partiiilx? subset of 
G is indecomposabie. 
(iv) If' K is PartitiVe it1 <i, then K is akc’ partititle in s. 
(v) If G is connected arid K is a nontrMul partitive subset of 6, 
then KL # 8. 
(pi) Every component of G is a partitil-e set. 
(vi;) If A C G and if K s a partitive subset of G, ttwl A n K is a 
partitive subset of the graph induced bl) A. 
(viii) If G is connected tard K is a nontril ial partllivc subset of’ G, . 
t/terz K does not contain arly cut points of G. 
Definition 1.3. Let G be a graph. G is point determining iff for every 
a, 6 E G with a f 5, we have aI # bL. G is point distinguishing iff for 
every a, b E 6 with a # b we have {a} u a1 # {b} u hi. G is tota& 
point determining iff G is point determining and point distingushing. 
It is worth noting that G is point deterkning iff cl Is point distin- 
guishing. We also note that a graph is totally point determining if and 
cgnly if it does not contain any two-element pal tltive sets. Thus every 
indecomposable graph is tota:ly point determining and every totally 
point. determining graph has taken a small step toward indecomposabil- 
ity. We will often make use of the following simple lemma. 
hzmrna 1.4. Let K be u minimal, nontrivial partitive su,‘l.sc~t oj‘ G. Thc~ : 
(i> If G is point determining, K is ronnected. 
(ii) if G is tot& p&lt determining, Ik’l 2 4. . 
The most fundamental properties of indecompos.&l:: grqA]s arc given 
in the lext lemma; see [ l] for a proof. 
b!mma 1.5. If G’ is indecomposabk, then: 
(i) c is indecomposable. 
(ii) Ij- G is not &, then G is connected. 
(iii) If IQ > 2, then G c-on tains a hook US ar? inciuceJ srtbgraph. 
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The next theorem follows easily from Lemma 1.2(v) and Lemma 
1.4(i). i 
Theorem 1.6. If C is a connected, triangle-free graph, then G is indecom,, 
posabk if and anl+~~ if G is point determining. 
Corolllary I. 7. A bipartite graph is indecomposable if and on& ij‘it is . 
connected and point determining. 
2. 1Jnstabl.e graphs 
In tlis section, we will study those indecomposable graphs which are 
minrm:ll in the sense that the removal of any edge of the grapfi results 
in a graph lwhi.ch is decomposable. Some applications of the rsults ob- 
tained will be given. 
Definition 2.1. If G is a graph and e = X_V is an edge in G, then we will 
denote thegraph obtained by deleting e by Ge or occasionally by GX., .
We wili Micate that the points a and b are adjacent in G, by a 1, b. 
We will call an edge e in an indecompl.)sable graph G a removable 
Ljdge whenever G, is.@ain kclecomposable. 
LRmmi\ 2.2, Let G be a/l indecomposablc graph and let e = x v alzd f = * 
x z Be e&es iu G such that Ge arid C;.r are decomposable. Suppose that 
K, arrd I$ are maximal, rzoiltrivial partitive subsets of G, and GP respec- 
tive&, with x E Ke and 2 C$ K,. Then Kt9 n K, = {xl 8 
” 
Proof. We first note that since K, cannot be partitive in G, ,,v 4 KC’ I-Iow- 
ever, K, is a nontrivial partitive subset of G, and so there exists a E Ke 
ktlh a 36 .X. For any such aP the partitivity of KC allows us to conclude 
that _Y :ta CI an11 z 1 a. We clainl that K,, n Kf f $3. For suppose that 
KC fl KC = 0; then x $ Kf so that 2 E KJ.. Since Kf ic nontrivial, there 
is somt. b E Kf with b + z. But (x 1 z, so Q If z and hence Q I,- b so that 
ci _I_ b. ‘iks .6 1 x by the parkvity of Ke in G,. But then x Q- b and 
x *.- z , mtra.ry to n’f being partitive in cf. I-lence K, $7 Kf # 0. 
Suppose that x $ KE n .Uf. Then z c K! and x 4 Kf. Let c E K, n Kf. 
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previous comment, y 4 is . It is straightforward to check that A IS thus 
a nontrivial partitive subset of G,. However, t E A and z 4 K, and so 
Ke is properly contained in A. contradicting the maximaMy of K,. 
Hence x E K, n Kf. 
Suppose there exists p (-K,nKfwiti~~fx.Thenzi,x-,sozI,pand 
hence z .l.fp. But z &++ x’ an.3 X, p E I$, contrary to the partitivity of Kf 
in Gf. Thus Kt? f~ Kf = Is:}. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false and let xyt form a triangle in C such 
that none of the edges e = XJ*, j‘= xz or ,ZJ = .VZ is removable. Let K, be 
a maximal, nontrivial pa:-M-e sunset of CJ,. Without ioss of generality, 
we may assume that x E K, .md .V $ I&. “Ilince y & x and Y I, z, we have 
z 4 A&. Let Kf be any maxirlal, nontrivial partitive subset of Cf. Then 
by Lemma 2.2, K, n Kr = {Y). 
Now consider any maximal, nontrivial partitive subset Kg of G,. We 
may suppose that y E Ki: and z 4 Kg. Since t *g y and z 1, x, we have 
x $k KY’ Hence by Lemma 2.2, K, n Kg = (I?}. Thus y E K,, which is 
a contradiction. 
The example in Fig. 2 shclws that a triangle in an indecomposable 
graph may contain exactly c ne such edge. 
For the next two lemmas, Iet G be an indecomposable graph and irt 
C = p1v2 . . . pn be a iycie in G such that no three consecutive points of 
C form a triangle. Let e = pi p,, and f = p,, p,l_ 1 . 
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Lmma 2.4. If GP is decomposable and Ke is a nontrivial partiti’vr? set 
in G, with p j E A,, , f!jerz p 2 f’- Ke . 
r' JOf: Suppose that pz E Kc. ThWl p3 1 p2 alrd pi) + p1 , aIld heme 
P3leP2 and/J3 % PI 9 so/13 E Ke (or &e Ke would not be partitive! 
in (;r,). If we continue in this way, we evcntual!y have pn_ 1 E Ke. But 
pn *e ~1 y while Pn A., pit__ 1, contrary to Kv being partitive in G, . Thus 
P2 B Ke* 
Lemma 2.5. !f G,, and Gf are decomposable and K, and IQ are nmximal, 
,uontrivicrl purtitive sets in G, afld Gf respestively, Nth p i E K,, then 
Pn -I 6 
Proof. Suylmse pn__ I $C KS. Then pn E Kf. By Lemma 2.4, p1 4 Kf. 
HUICC by t.emma 2.2, Ke n Kf = {pn }. Thus pn E h’,. SO we have 
m i , prl E K,. . a contradiction. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be an indecomposable graph. IJ’C is a triangle in G 
OY c‘ is an cAd cycle in G such that no thsee consecutive points of C 
‘form a triangle. UEH C contain p a rmo vable edge. 
Roof. Suppose the theorem is false. Since the case I hat c is a triangle 
‘has akady been considered, we may assume that C = p 1 . . . Pn 5 an 
r>dd cycle in G such that n 2 5, no three consecutive points of t: form 
a triangle, ar;d the removal of Eny edge of C results in a decomposable 
graph. !Let e(i) z pipi+l, i = 1,2, . . . . ~-1 and e(n) = [ZQ p,$ l Let K,(n) be 
a maximal, nontrivia. pariitive set in Ge(n) and suppose p1 E K,(n) l
Thus bv Lemma 2.5, if Ketn .I __ 1) is and maximal, non trivial partitive set 
in Ge(n- 1 j 9 then we hawp,_l E K,,+~~. By Lemma 2=4,pn-a 4 K,(,t_l), 
and thus by Lemma 2.2, Ke(n_lb n Ice(,_2, = (P,_~ ) for any maximal, 
nontrivial partitive set &n-2) in GeI,,_2k. Hence by Lemma 2.5, for amy 
maximal, nontrivial partitive set &(,_,,in Ge(n_3j ., we have pn_3 
EK eln-- 3) - Continuiqz, in this *M,ay, k: must eventually obtain p2 E Kc(z) 
since tz is odd. But this contradic?s Lemma 2.5. 
Proof, Either three consecutive points of C form a triande and MW~ by ‘_ 
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Lemma 2.3 one of the edges of this triangle is rcmovablc, or else no 
such triangle exists and some edge of C’ is removable by Theorem 2.6. 
Definition 2.8. A nontrivial graph G is said to be unstuble if and onlv I 
if it is indecomposable and contains no removable edges. 
We may now state a principal result on unstable graphs. 
every unstabls graph is bipartite. 
However, not every indecomposable, bipartite graph is unstable as 
is shown by the graph in Fig. 3. 
Lemma 2.10. Let G be an umtable graph. If e is a/1 edge of‘ G which ix . 
not a bridge, then my nontrivial partitive subset of G, is a two-&mmt 
indepetzdez? t set. 
Proof. Let K be a nontrivial partitive stibset of G,, where c = _V_V is not 
a bridge of G. Since G, is connected, QI # K’e C K’. But G cont;lins 1~) 
triangles, so K must be ;!r~ independent set.. Without loss of generality., 
we may assume that x E K. Let a E K with a -+ s. If there exists 
b E K- (a, x} ,then a’ == bl, so that G is not point determining and 
hence not indecomposable. 
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Fig. 4. 
Defiinition 2. ‘I 2. We fill denote by C,. the graph consisting of a cycle of 
length 2r with an endpoint attached to every:other po.int. 
Thfxmnn 2.13. Let G he af2 unstabZe graph. 1 Een: 
(i) Awry 4-cycle iit G is cmtained in an irsbced subgraph of the 
fbrnf in Fig. “4. 
(ii) E~h~ty 2!k-cycle widhout diagonals, k >: 2>, is contained in some 
induced Cci,. 
Froof. We will prove (i); the proof of (ii) is si.~ilar. For the rest of this 
proof., we will adopt the convention that if CF I b, then &j will denote 
a maximal, nontrivia. partitive subset of Gab. :,et C :: x_Y ,r MI be a cl!_ 
cy ::le in G. B.4 LfXTllii;i 2.10, wu: may shtppose “that I&, = {x, C! 11 with 
ad we may suppose KXw = ix, b} with b1 =: 
- - {w), Also,, by Ler; ;la 2.5, z E KzY and z E K,, so there exist 
c, KYz = (z, c) w = (z, d) 9 cl F<= z1 (j, #and 
& = (w ) Since xl + 2 1, there is some e ES G with c 6 x1 fj 9, 
say r? 1. x and e + z Thus exwa forms so that the edge aw is 
not f E G KQw = (f’, a}, and so = 
{w]. C’ CJ (a, 5, c, d: e, f} is a set of ten eL:ments which induces ;1 
suky.3~31 of the desired form. 
Gmlla~y 2.14. Cf G is arz unst&le graph which is ~TII a ,free, then the 
circumf frerm of G is at least 29x. 
Pmof. If G is not a tree, then ! t contains a cycle. Suppose the largest 
cyck is of order Izss than six. Then since G is bipartite, G contains a 
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Fig. 5. 
LGcycle and hence cwtains an induced subgraph of the form of Theorem 
2.13. But this graph conttiins a 6-cycle. Helice G must contain a cycle of 
order at least six. 
Corollary 2.IS. The only unstable graph? of order at mosl eight arc the 
indecomposable trees. 
Proof. If G is unstable and not a tree, then G must contain an wen 
order cycle. If the i;mallest such cycle is of order six or more, then by 
Theorem 2.13 (ii), G contains at least nine poirts. If the smallest srkh 
cycle is of order four? then by Theorem 2.13 (i), G contains at least 
ten points. 
The graph in Fi g. 5 is the only unstable graph of order nine that is 
not a tree, and the graph in Fig. 4 is the only unstable graph of order 
ten that is not a tee. 
Corollary 2.16. If G is an irzdecomposable graph of order at mst tight, . 
then C can he built up from a?1 indecomposable tree by addirlg edges 
one al a time so that an indecowposable graph is obtailzed at zactr stage. 
This corollary makes the computation of the low order indecompos- 
able graphs very straightforward. 
Since every indecomposable graph is sp21nned by an unstable subgraph, 
we have: 
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We w2.E see later that Cmol’!aries 2.17 and 2.18 hold when “indecom- 
posable” is replaced biy just “comected and point determining”. 
O~finitirn 2.19. Let (3 be an indecomposable graph. Let A,, A z, . . . . A, 
be a sequence of indecompos:rble graphs with A0 unstable, Al, = G, and 
A, differing from A i+ 1 by exactly one edge. We will call such a sequence 
an e-;feLjruetlce for 6. !f G is the complement of an unstable graph, then 
we will say that A,, ii i, . . . . A,, is 8 total e-sequence. 
Clearly, e-seq?!ence:s xist ff,r any indecomposable graph. Moreover, e 
every indecomyosable graph. is containeri in a total e-sequence. 
As an ex:lmple of the utilit;! of e-a,eque;lces.. we prove: 
Tlreorem 2. I,@ L ZP X(O) denoi&e the largest chromatic nun7 her that an 
indecompoub,de graph of order p ctm have. Then if 2 <_ X ,< &I>, there 
exists an ir;~~ileconlpasaBJe graph G of* order p and X(G) = X. 
Proof. Sirnc:e the addition of an edge can never decrease the chromatic 
number of a graph, i l is clear that x(p) = ~(11) for some M -*hi& is the 
complement of an unstable gr;lph. Let A o, A 1, . . . , A,, , where A, = H, 
be a total e-sequence for H. Then since Al0 is unstable aFd hence b& 
partite, &I,,) == 2; bl,r~: for each i =: 1, 2, . . . . n, ?c(Ai)-X(/Pj_, ) 3s 0 or 1; 
and hence if 2 _’ < h < J:(P), then for some Ai, we have ~(~4,~) = X. _ 
By an exactly simiklr proof we have: 
Theose,m 2.21 . LeP K@) de,rzale the largesr connectivity thaF an iudecom- 
posabk graph c$ora’er ~1 ca,u have. Therz if 1 5 h <_ K(P), there exists an 
indecmnposable gra@ G q,f’oj*der p and’ K(G) = X. _ 
Ifir~iltion 2(.22. Let k 2: 2. By the 5inarv k-graph Gk we mean Cik = 
A, uBk,wherzAk ~2: {1,2 ,... ,2k-l) an/d& = {Xl, x2, ‘* , xk } are inde- 
pendent set:;, ;md for a E A, ;~n$ .x; E Bk we have Q I Xi if.Fa has 1 in 
the ifh place oi its binary expansion. 
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Th.e graph in Fig. 4 is G3. 
Tfworens 2.23. F’or every k Z 2, G, is wzstuble. 
Proof. We fkse note that G, is a=onwctd: We have (Zk -1 )I = [xl, 
“2 , . . . , xk } = Bk ; and if a E A k with u’ # 2/c -- 1 , then II appears in some 
place i of the binary expansion of ki, and hence aXi( Tk -1) is a path 
fi-om a to zk - 1% If Lz, b E A,, then a # !!I implies that a and b differ in 
some place of their binary expansions, :;tnd hence a1 J1 bl. If Xi, xi E Bk, 
then the number m with 1 in all but tht:a ith place is in Ak ; but Xi $ m 
while xi 1 m, and so ..Y: + _x;. Thus G, ss connected, bipartite, and 
point determining. Hence Gk is indecomposable by Corollary 1.7. I et 
UXi be an edge in 6,. Then a has 1 in the It” place of its binary expan- 
sion. If a has 0 everywhere lse, then the removal of u?xi will disconnect 
G,. Otherwise, if q is the element of A, with the %ame xpansion 3s a 
except in the ith place, then q1 = ~ll -- {:Ci}. Thus GA is unst&le 5:~ Corol- 
lary 2.11, 
By the next theorem (for a proof see 14)) we can find all unstable 
graphs as induced ‘subgraphs of some G,. 
Theorem 
su bgrap h 
2.24. Everv iktdecomposuble, I 
Of SOl?‘le G, . 
bipartite gruph 
The following theorem is also proved in [ 41 o 
Tiheorem 2.25. If G is u corznected, poirll determitairzg graph which is 
not Lnomple te, thcw G contuins un edge such that G, is alw point dc- 
?ermir-:i,rig. 
Definition 2.26. We will call a graph c?-indecomposable if and only if 
ej’ery component is indecomposa.ble, 
As a result of Theorem 2.25, we C; n now develop a new lvay of build- 
ing up to an indecomposable graph. This time we start with a totalily 
disconnected set. 
Corollary 2.27. Let ,p be a positive ir.ttegcr. Theu;! cwry irldccw~:posablc 
graph of order p cars be Jw’it from u toidly discomzected set .?f order 
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,p by &ding edges one by one such that al each stage the graph is C- 
,i?l xomposabte; i.e., for any WL 1 ,w.mposabte gray;c7 G o~~order p9 there 
exists a sequeme A O ,. A 1 , . . . p 11% pl such tlku t A, is to tally dimmw~ted 
of order p, A i has exactly [me more edge than A i __ i’, each A i is c-inde- 
composable. and A ,, = G. 
Proof. Let G be an indecomposable graph of order p. By removing edges 
o,ne at a time in an appropriate manner, we may reduce G to an unstable 
graph Go in such a way that at each stage the graph obtained is indecom- 
posable. But now by Theorem 2.25, there is some edge in GO whose re- 
moval results ir; a point determining raph. But Go is bipartite, and 
hence lever-y comporrenl in the graph resulting from removing this edge 
will he connected, point determining, and bipartite, and thus will be 
indecornposable by Corollary 1.7. Now continuing this procedure with 
each of these components, we ,must eventually reach the totally discon- 
nected spt of order p. 
We can also devise another way of developing indecomposable graphs, 
but first fve need: 
Definition 2.28. A graph G is called poiltt unstable if and only If G is in- 
decomposable but fails to remain so upon the removal of any point. 
As an example of a point ur-lstablt graplh we have the graph in Fig. 3. 
We not2 that a graph G is pf::jint Lnstabk if and only if its comple- 
ment -c is point unstable. 
Our major result on point urtstabe graphs is: 
Theorem 2.28. If G is trot a hook, thm G cannot be both uwtabk and 
pnirn t uczsta bte. 
Proof. Let G be unstable. if’ G is an indecomposable tree of order larger 
than four, then the removai of an appropriate ndpoint will produce an 
indecomposable graph. Thus suppose that G is not a tree. Then let e = 
X_Y be an e fge in G which is net a bridge. Let Ke be a maximal, non- 
trivial partitive set in Gc, and suppose x E &. Let G* denote the graph 
obtained by deleting x. Sirlce G, is connected and x E K, , it folk~~s 
Lemraia I .2(viii ) that x is not a cutpoint of G,,; but G* = G- {x) = 
x ), as& hence G* is connected. WC claim thaii G* is indecomposable; 
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:;uppose it is not, and let K d5z sit: a minimal, nontrivial partiiive set 
jp G”‘. @: -_ . dmce G is bipartite by Corollary 29, it follows that G* is bi- 
partite. Thus if two points of K were adjacent, then since K-l + 0 by 
Lemma 1.2(v), G* would contain a triangle. Hence K is an indepen- 
dent set, and being minimal, K is of order t NO. Say K = {a, b} . Sisce 
K is not partitive in C, we may assume that x 1. a and x * b. Let f’be 
the edge QX. Thus we sde that K is partitive in $, and !rence by Lemrna 
2.10, K is a maximal, nontrivial partitivr: set in 6+ Ncjte that f-cannot 
be a bridge . Since x E K, but x 4 K and e = xy is nof a brk!ge, *tit: have 
e # fand a + y. Since x is not a cutpoint of G, the path axy is contained 
in ;d cycle; and hence by Lemma 24, a $ K,. But now by Lemma 2.2. 
Ke n K = {x}, which is a contradiction Thus G * ik indecompossblc. 
Dcfitk:isn 2.30. Let G be an indecomposabk graph of order larger than 
four. I:y a hook sequerzce for G we will mean a sequence A(), ,4 , , . . ., A n, 
where 4, is a hook, A,, is G, and each .$ i:; an irndecomposabie graph 
which differs from A i_ i by having one more point or the same number 
of poirts and one Inore edge. 
Proof. By Corollary 2. . 1 15, the theorem is easily seen to bo true for un- 
stable graphs of order less than nine. Suppose it is true for graphs of 
order less than p, where p 2 9. 
Let G be unstable with 1G1 = p. Since C is not complete, it follows 
from Theorem 2.25, that there exists an edge e = .q such that 6, k 
point determining. But G is unstable, and so 6, cannot be indeca;~mpos- , 
able. Thus G, is ckcom yosa ble, bipartit e, and point determining, ar fJ 
SO Ge is not connected; hence G, cmsists of two components L! and 8 
ca& conirected, point determining, and bipartite. anJ therefox indecom- 
posable. ‘PYe claim that each of .,4 and B contains an endpoint of 6 We 
consider cafes. We suppost: that x E A, y E B. 
Pse 1: \.4I = 1 - In this case 11-l = LI? 1, so that .Y is an cn&oint of G. 
C&e 2: i < !A 1 5 4. Thzn A is a h-w ;-and thus must conkin at k;lst 
two endprlints, cPne of whkh must be an endp5nt of G. 
&u? 3: A is unstable. T&en since IA i I, !9, A cclntairls at least two end- 
pokts, ofie of which must be z: endpoint of G. 
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Hence we may assume that A is not unstable ~lsi IAi ‘, 5. Thus there 
exist O, h E A with a 1 b such that A,, is indecomposable. Once the 
edge ab k not a bridge in A 4 and so is riot a bridge in G. Ther&re by 
C Jrollary 2.1 1, ihere exists Y E G-- {a, b} with, say, yi .= al- (17 j. 
Since A,, is indecomposable, r $ A. However, c’l = aA-  [b} c A L’ b). 
I-Ience if .r St y, then x = a, SO that x1 z= (b, v}, cotltrary to ab not beirig 
a bridge in A, Thus Y = y . So y1 = al - {b}. Hence a 1 x. But since the 
edge ab is not a bridge and since a1 = (b, x}, there exists a cycle in A 
containing the path bax. Hence the edge ax is not a bridge in G, so by 
Corollary 2. I 1, there exists p E G-- {a. x) with p1 = a1 --{x} or pl = 
x1--{a}. Ifpl =czl-{.~), then/l1 = (b) and hence p is an endpoint of G. 
Ifpl = .x1 .- (12 ) , then p I y and k~ * (1, contrary to J?I = al - {b} , Thus 
in any event, A contairns an endpoint rjf (G. Hence since the same 2rgu- 
ment may be carried through for B, G contains at least two endpoints. 
Lemma 2.33. Let G be a totally point deternzMrlg graph and let x E G 
such that @ # xl =f: G- (x). Therz if G- {x) is iszdccontposablc, so is G. 
hoof. Suppose that G is decomposable and let K be a nontrivial !)artitive _ 
set in G. If x $ K, then K is partitive in G-- (x}, and hence K = G .- (x}. 
f3ut then since XI # 0, XI = G- {x}, which is impossible. Thus wz can as- 
sume that x E K. But then K- {x} is partitive in G- (x), and so K.-{x) 
= &) for some y E G. So ]KI = 2. But this contradic :s G being + &lly 
point determining. 
Definition 2.34.. If G is a graph, we will call a point .Y E G a jui12t if and 
only if x is adjacent o an endpoint. 
We obs(:rve that if lGl > 2, ther. no point of G is both an endpoint 
and a joiilt ,, 
The next. theorem &ivIcs the promised strengthening of Corollaritzs 
2.17 and 2 T 8. 
Theorem 2.35. If G is comected, point deteminiug, and not of order 
three, 01s~ G contains an indecomposable qwznillg subgraph. 
Proof. The theorem is easily checked for graphs of or&~ less than six. 
We assume that the theorem holds for graphs of order less than p, where 
p =L 6, and proceed by induction. To es:ablish the t+orem for graphs of 
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or ler p, w will induct on the number of edges in a connected, point 
determining raph of order p. Any connected graph of order p must 
contain St least p-- 1 edges, and any graph which has this number of 
edges is a tree. Since a point determining tree is indecomposable, the 
theorem is trivial in this case. Hence we will suppose that the theorem 
holds for connected, point determining raphs of order p with less than 
q edges, where y > p-- 1. 
Let G be connected, point determining of order p, and containing 
q edges. If G is complete, then any indecomposable graph of order p 
is an indeccmposable spanning subgraph for G. Thus we may suppose 
that G is not complete. By Theorem 2.25, there exists an edge c = S_JT 
such that Ge is again p:int determining. If G, is connecteil. then by the 
induction hypothesis, cl, is spanned by an indecomposable subgraph. 
and thus G is spanned by this same r;ubgrayh. Therefore, we may sup- 
pose that G, is not connected. Let A and p3 be the two components of 
G,. Thus A and B are both connected, point determining raphs of 
order less than p. 
If IAl and lB] are both not more than three, then since [GI > 6, we 
have that IAl = 1Bi = 3, so rhat A and R are both triangles, and it is 
c.tasy to see in this case that G is spanned by a path of length six. Hence 
we may suppose, withcut less of generality, that 1BI > 3. Let B, be an 
indecomposable spanning subgraph f’or C. 
If IA 1 > 3 also, then we may find ;jn indecom;,osable spanning sub- 
graph A r, for A. In this case, the subiyaph of G f’ormcd by adding the 
edge xy eo the graph A I U B, is an indecomposlble spanning subgralh. 
Hence we can assume that IA I 2 3. 
If IAl = 3. then A is a triangle and is spanned 1~ K, 2 with s as an - 
endpoint. Then the graph obtained by addirrg thz edge -~:y to the graph 
Kt 2 U B, is an indecomposable spanning subgr;.ph for G. . 
if IAl = 2, then the graph obtained by adding thz edge .UJ~ to the graph 
A u Br is an indccomposable spanning subgraph. 
Thus we can suppose IA 1 = 1, i.e., A = {s}. Therefore in this case, we 
see that G contairl? a point whose removal resulls in a g 3ph spanne3 by 
an indecomposablc subgraph. Suppose that s is ~ch :t point with val2nce 
as large as possible. 
If there exists a E x1 such that a is not a joint in B, , then the graph 
obtained by adding the edge as to the graph H, U (.u} is an indecom- 
posable spanning subgraph for G. Fhus we can sippose that ever) N E -+ 
is a joint in B, . 
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Let 6;“’ be the graph obtained from B, U (x} by joining x to all points 
in ~1. Let I* deljote the adjacency relation in G”. We claim that G* is 
t, tally point de:ermining. Suppose there: exisit S, t 2 G* with s # t and 
{s} u sL*: = (t} u tl* . Then since B, is indecomposable, ither s or t 
isrr.Sowesupposethatjx)Ux1~={s:}Us’~.ButnawsE~1*=x1, 
so that s is a joint in B, . Let p be an endpoint of B, such that p I* S. 
Then p E x1, so that p7 is a joint in B, . But this implies that .B, = (p, s), 
a contradiction. Hence G* is point distirlguishing. Suppose there exist 
s,t~G* withs#tandsl*=@ *. Once again, we can assume that t = 
X, i-e., s1 * = x1 * = x. But then x1 = s-I-* CZ sl, and so since x1 # sl, 
_$ 5 sl. Thus s has a larger valence than x in G. However, G- (s} is 
spahned ‘by G* - {s: Z G” - {x) = B, . But this is a contradiction. Thus 
G* is point determining, and hence totally point determining. 
Since G is connected, 0 # xl; and since IB, 1 > 2 and every point in 
x1 is a joint in B,, ~1 f G* -{x). Also G* -{x} = B, is indecompos- 
able, and so by Lemma 2.33, G” is indecomposable. Since G* clearly 
spans G, the theorem is proved. 
3. Special cases 
In this section, we will determine what the property of indecompos- 
ability means in various classes of graphs. The proofs of the results in this 
section are omitted; they may be found in [4]. 
Theorem 3. I. If G LS a connected, point determining graph in which 
every block is index omposable, then G is indecomposable. 
Theorem 3.2. If G is regular of degree r, where 1 < r 5 5, then G is in- 
decomposable if and only if G is connected and totally point determin- 
ing. 
Theorem 3.3. kcf F and H be disjoint connect:?d graphs with F having 
~20 endpoirlzts. Let q3 : F + H be a bijection. Let G be the graph with ver- 
tices F u H, and for a, b E G, a I_ b iff a and b irre already adjacent in F 
or H or a E F, b E H, and $(a) = 6. Tlzen G is indecomposable. 
Liet G be a connected graph without endpoints. Then for 
any permutrztio!vl ac of* 6, the permutation grak,$ P,(G) is indecom,luos- 
able. 
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Definition 35 For a &rap G, we will saj. that a triangle in G is an ~zcl 
tviarzgle iff it has two vertices of vzilence t YO. U’e will also say that two 
points a and L) are coinckknt if c;” = b1 but Q f b. 
We will denote the line graph of G by L(G). 
eorem 3.6. Let G be a 4 *onnected graph where IGI 2 5 5 l-hen L(G) 
is decclm,oosable iffone o_f the followir~~ hokk 
(i) G contains two coincident end,9oints ; 
(ii) G contains an end triangle; 
(iii) G contains two points a and b with c I b such that for s iab) T 
0 # x1 C (a,b}. 
Corollary 3.7. If G is a cortnected, totally p >int determining graph with 
lG[ >, 5 which is not the .qraph in Fig. 2, th.rn L(G) is indecomposable. 
Corollary 3.8. Let q > 6 be an iizteger. Then the number of indecompos- 
able graphs with q poi,rt> is at least as large as the ntmber of connected, 
r&ally point determining graphs with q edges. 
Connected total graphs are almost always indecompos&le. In fact: 
Theorem 3.9. Let G be C’ connected graph with ICI > 3. Then the totcrl 
graph T(G) IS indecomplxable if and only if G is not K, 9 ,, for any posi- 
tive integer n. 
Theorem 3.10. Let k b T a connected graph. Then if G2 is indecompos- 
able, so is G. 
Corollary 3.11. If G i.- connected of order larger than two, the11 the szsb- 
division graph S(G) is uxkcomposable. 
Every grap~h is homeo:lorphic to its subdivision 
Finally, we consi ;3r irt3ecsmposability in planar grap 
the maximal degree of G by A(G). 
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meorein 3.13. A planar graph C with I GI = 12 is indeco,ruposablc if and 
only ifi 
J) (3 is corznected; 
(ii) G is totally point ?ietermining; 
[iii) A(G) < n- li ; 
(iv) for every disconnecting set of vertices G of order at most two, no 
nontrivial component of G-C is contained in &, c xl-. 
Coro9ktry 3.14. If G is a 3-connected planar graph and /Gj = II, then G 
is iri$ecomposable iff 5 is totally point determining and A(G) < n - 1. 
Our last resdt shows that the partitive subsets 07 &mar blocks can- 
not be too complex. 
I’heorern 3.15.1f 6 is a point determining, planar b&k- of or&r n with 
A(G) < II-- I ) thsn any mitiimal, nontrivial partitive subset of G is a path. 
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